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Reports :F'rom The Field 

The Management and Treatment of 
Long-Term Prisoners in the United Kingdom 

Home Qf!ice, Her MaJ'esty's Prison Service* 

The Prison System 

The prison system of England and Wales consists of some 49,000 inmates held in 
124 prisons throughout the country. This includes some 8,000 young men under 21 and 
1,800 women who are dealt with in separate establishments. The prison systems of Scot
land and Northern Ireland are run completely separately and are not included in th.is 
paper. 

The majority oflong-term prisoners, i.e., those serving over 4 years and especially 
those serving 10 years or more, are held in designated training prisons which are not 
overcrowded and which generally have good provisions for inmate training and treat
ment. These prisons range from maximum security (known as "dispersal" prison be
cause a proportion of high risk prisoners -category A-are dispersed among the normal 
closed prison population) through category B (the normal secure cellular closed prisons), 
category C (medium security closed prisons) to category D open prisons which concen
trate on preparation for release especially for life sentence and other long-term prisoners 
nearing the end of their sentence. 

The Lifer System 

There are currently some 2,700 life sentence prisoners and it is for this group that 
we have the most highly developed and systematic approach to training, treatment and 
preparation for release. The basic principles are: 

1. Lifers are recognized in the prison system as a group with special needs which 
are met by close staff attention and regular reviews. 

2. Every lifer (with the exception of a few who are very high security risks or very 
disturbed) will be thoroughly assessed during an initial perod (at present approxi
mately 3 years) in a Lifer Main Centre at Wormwood Scrubs, Wakefield or Gartree, 
each of which has a team of specialist staff and prison officers who are trained and ex
perienced in interviewing and assessment of lifers. 

3. Every lifer during his sentence will be assessed by different groups of staff in 
different situations and, subject to these assessments, will move progressively to lower 
conditions of security where there are opportunities for greater trust and responsibility. 
Virtually every lifer will move to release on licence through an open prison and finally 
to a period on a prison pre-release employment scheme hostel. 

4. Every lifer has a specific sentence plan which outlines his proposed progression 
through the system, his training and treatment needs and most importantly those areas 
of concern which will need to be addressed before his first Parole Board review. 

Lifers are managed centrally by a specialist unit at Prison Department Head
quarters but all the detailed work with individuals is undertaken by prison staff and 
specialists in the selected training prisons designated to deal with life sentence prisoners. 
At most prisons lifers form only a proportion of the population and they live on the same 

*The article was prepared by the Home Office, Her Majesty's Prison Service. 
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wings and take part in the same activities as other long-term prisoners but they are sub
ject to the special attention and specific procedures outlined above. 

The date for a lifer's first Parole Board review (with the possibility of release on 
licence) varies from one case to another depending on the gravity of the offence but in 
as many cases as possible it is our aim to progess the lifer to a medium security category 
C training prison well before the crucial first review of his case. We have therefore given 
particular priority to staff training, strengthening the regime and developing good 
specialist provision at each of the Category C prisons so that each lifer may be thoroughly 
assessed before his case come to the Parole Board. 

If the lifer has responded well during his sentence and achieved some measure 
of personal development and maturation and everyone is satisfied on the question of risk, 
he will following the first review of his case, move forward to an open prison where he 
will be tested and assessed in conditions of maximum trust and responsibility so that a 
final decision can be made about release on license. The lifer is then normally given a 
provisional release date and undertakes a period of intensive preparation for release in
cluding a final 6 months on a prison working-out hostel where he works full-time in the 
community and spends weekends at home while still under the supervision and guidance 
of prison staff. 

Every life sentence prisoner is released on license and subject to the close super
vision of a probation officer for the first 4 years at least. He remains liable to recall to 
prison for the rest of his life ifhe commits further offenses or if his behavior gives rise to 
concern. 

Staff and Prison Programmes for Lifers 

A wide range of staff at each prison have a responsibility for assessing and report
ing on lifers, and lifer procedures are designed to encourage a team approach. 

The main grade officers on the wing and at work have the closest and most con
tinuous contact with the lifer and their role is crucial in the assessment of lifers. Many of 
these officers will have long experience of working with lifers and other prisoners and 
as many as possible will be specifically trained in interviewing and report writing. Some 
300 officers (many of them at lifer prisons) have been trained as tutors for social skills 
courses with prisoners and this number will steadily increase. The main grade officers 
are supervised and supported by the Senior Officer and Principal Officer Wing Man
agers with overall direction by an Assistant Governor who in turn works through the 
Deputy Governor to the Governor of the prison. Each of these officers is expected to 
contribute to the lifer review procedures and the Governor or his Deputy will be a mem
ber of the local reviev,r committee considering lifer cases. 

Every prison has a team of Probation Officers, led by a Senior Probation Officer, 
and they have a special responsibility for casework and resettlement planning. The role 
of the prison Probation Officer in relation to lifers is particularly important and the 
home Probation Officer is encouraged to work with the prison team throughout the sen
tence. In many lifer prisons the wing officers have a close working relationship with 
their Probation Officer colleagues and in a number of prisons there is sha,red working 
scheme which enables prison officers to take a wider welfare role. 

Every lifer prison has a well developed education program run by a team offull
time and part-time teachers, and most lifer prisons have good sports and gymnasium 
facilities and an lively programme of activities run by a team of prison officer P E instruc
tors. 
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Every lifer prison has a full-time or part-time MedicaL Officer, supported by a 
team of prison hospital officers. The reports of the Medical Officer and Psychiatrist are 
of course of crucial importance. 

Many people from the community work with the Chaplain and the Probation 
Officers as prison visitors and voluntary associates and make a very important contribu
tion by befriending individual lifers and encouraging a positive response from them. 

With steadily increasing lifer numbers and the introduction of lifers into a num
ber of new prisons there is a need for a substantial programme of staff training and 
reinforcement. This will be a priority during the next 2 years. 

. The pattern of daily life in a training prison is based on an 8 am to 4 pm working 
day and most lifers will work in workshops, laundry, kitchen, etc., or on the prison gar
dens or some other domestic work. Some will undertake trade training courses run by 
civilian instructors (who are also able to get to know the man well and to contribute to 
the review procedures) and many will undertake day time education-everything from 
Operl Gniversity to remedial work. There is also usually a wide program of evening 
classes. 

In the closed training prisons the lifer is confined within the boundary and in
evitably limited in the range of activities he can undertake. The scope in the open prisons 
is very much wider, there is great emphasis on trust and responsibility and lifers are 
given increasing opportunities to go out into the community and to demonstrate that 
they can behave in a controlled and reasonable way. After the first few months at the 
open prison a lifer will go on a familiarization trip to a local town accompanied by his 
wing officer to see how he copes with life outside after years in prison. In successful he 
will then have the opportunity to go out with staff on sporting and other activities in the 
local community. If that goes well he may then have the opportunity to go out unsuper
vised, either on his own or with a small group of prisoners, to take part in local voluntary 
projects. Finally, he may be allowed to undertake an educational course at a local college 
or polytechnic for up to 2 days a week. When he has a provisional release date he may, 
during his last 3 months at the open prison, go onto a full-timeiobfamiliarization scheme, 
full-time unpaid work with a local employer. 

As far as possible every lifer is put through this programme and staff very care
fully monitor his response. The testing is ve1'y careful and very thorough and staff are 
quick to report any signs of instability or dangerousness. It is only when he has success
fully completed this sort of programme at the open prison that he moves forward to 
final testing and assessemtn before release on licence. 

Programs For Other Long-term Prisoners 

Lifers of course have a great incentive to co-operate in treatment programs be
cause their eventual release depends on their response to training and treatment and 
the assessment of the staff team. They are recognized as a particularly important and 
sensitive group because Home Office Ministers (who are answerable to Parliament) 
personally approve the release of each individual life sentence prisoner. They are there
fore given the highest priority in relation to training and treatment resources. 

Other prisoners serving determinate sentences are of course in a very different 
position. They have a fixed sentence with a predetermined release date and are not nor
mally subject to supervision unless they are released early under the Parole scheme. 
Training and treatment and preparation for release therefore largely depends on the 
prisoner's initiative. The sort of programmes that are available to lifers are offered 
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wherever possible to other long-term prisoners and many take advantage ofthem but re
sources are limited, lifers have priority and we are concerned that we are not reaching 
many of the other long-term prisoners. Taking lifer work as a model, there are now firm 
plans to extend individual sentence planning to long-term prisoners serving 10 years 
or more as a first step and we hope in the coming years gradually to build up a more 
comprehensive and systematic approach. Our Parole system has also recently been re
viewed and there are indications that in future many more long-term prisoners will 
have the opportunity to serve the final stage of the sentence under supervision in the 
community which should provide the incentive for active co-operaiton in programs of 
training and treatment and preparation for release. 
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